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Abstract 
Ted Hughes envisions to recover the common heritage of sacredness of 

Mother Nature for the purpose of healing the wounded humanity. His 

collection of poems like Cave Birds and River are impregnated with rich 

metaphors which celebrate a holistic man-nature balance by re-establishing 

humanity’s spiritual consciousness. Both these collections ridicule the 

modern Western society for its philosophy of the ‘ascent of man’ over 

nature. The uprooted and alienated thought currents of modern man have 

become the real ‘disease’ of humanity which has to be healed by the poet as 

shaman or mythical quester by attaining a man-nature metaphysical link. 

Thus, the poet consistently seeks nirvanain ‘ecological spirituality’ of the 

Oriental civilizations capable of mystifying the most ordinary and non-

religious events of our individual or collective life. Both the volumes of 

poetry embark upon a ritualistic pattern of initiation and regeneration 

promised by nature-culture spiritual traditions of the Oriental societies.  
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 In Cave Birds and River, Ted Hughes underlines the need for ―fundamental 

and transformational changes in human-kind‘s currently dysfunctional 

relationship with the natural environment at spiritual, cognitive and behavioural 

levels‖ (Egri, 59). To him, this refashioning change is direly and urgently 

needed to establish man-nature balance. But these changes cannot sustain unless 

it becomes deep-rooted in humanity‘s spiritual consciousness. In these two 

volumes of poetry, he explores some spiritual and religious ways to reconnect 

with Mother Nature which humans have abused. He chooses the nature-centric 

spiritual traditions of the Oriental societies as a possible cure to achieve this 

balance. As a shamanic healer or a mythical quester he goes to the spirit world 

―to get something badly needed, a cure, an answer, some sort of divine 

intervention in the community‘s affairs‖ (Faas, 206) 

 Ted Hughes, in Cave Birds and River, embarks upon a ritualistic journey of 

initiation and regeneration, and regains a holistic harmony which envisions that 

―the spirituality pervades and infuses all forms of existence—human, animate 

and inanimate‖ (Frost and Egri, 7). It also informs that everything in nature is 

sacred and therefore should be looked upon with care and understanding.Cave 

Birds and River therefore stand as a fulfilment and logical culmination of his 

whole career when he seems to succeed in his endeavour to re-establish contact 

with the divine order of the universe. The whole effect perfectly echoes what 

deep ecologist Matthew Fox says: ―Mother Earth is in jeopardy, caused by the 

anthropocentrism of religion, education and science during the past three 

centuries. A new beginning is required, centred on the sacredness of the planet‖ 

(50). 

 Both Cave Birds and River ridicule the modern Western society for its 

philosophy of the ‗ascent of man‘ over nature. This vision was advanced by 

seventeenth century Enlightenment philosophers like Bacon, Descartes, Newton 

and Hobbes wherein nature was seen as chaotic and human intellect was seen as 

an agent to manage the chaotic nature through means of science and technology. 

It is this ideology as the ―religion of humanism‖ (Ehrenfeld, 5) that has become 

the cornerstone of the Western civilization and its model of progress since then.  

Hughes derides and rejects this mechanistic hierarchical worldview which 

justifies human beings‘ right to dominate and exploit Mother Nature rather than 

treating it as an organic, living and spiritual identity. He feels that centuries of 

enlightenment, with overvaluation of rational, abstracted thought, have led to 

the subjugation and suppression of ―Great Mother‖ or the ―Great Goddess‖ and 

her ‗darker‘ worlds (Gustavsson, 230). Hughes believes that it is the devouring 

or loving principle of the goddess that governs not only the forces of the outer 

universe but also presides over the forces of the ‗unconscious‘. As such he holds 

the established and dominant value system of secular humanism and scientific 

determinism responsible for the disruption and division between the subjective 

and the objective, the conscious and the unconscious, and man and nature. He 

continuously argues that, living in such a modern civilized world has deprived 

man of his root spiritual consciousness completely, by exiling himself from 
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estrangement and soul‘s death. These kinds of alienated thought currents have 

become the real ‗disease‘ of humanity which has to be healedby the poet as 

shaman or mythical quester by re-establishing contact between man and nature, 

mental and the spiritual, the conscious and the unconscious.  

 In Cave Birds and River, Ted Hughes unleashes a vision which presupposes 

the man-nature metaphysical link. This vision is rooted in the ancient Asian 

religions and philosophies of Hinduism, Shamanism, Buddhism and Taoism. 

Hinduism‘s basic belief that ―earth is the Universal Mother with rivers and earth 

being personified as goddess and the winds and fire as male malevolent deities‖ 

finds a continuous reflection in both the volumes (Chapple, 113-23). But this 

attitudinal transformation is not affected by the graceful intervention of a 

transcendental God. Rather it follows the Buddhist principle of ―the truth of 

personal experience emphasizing the importance of experiential learning, 

practicing the ‗art of mindfulness‘ to re-sensitizeoneself to hear, see, and feel 

the web of life rather than limiting oneself to abstract ideas of reality‖ (Kaza, 

50). For Hughes, as for Taoists, ―Yin and Yang are the two dialectical polarities 

of ‗Chi‘ (the vital force or energy that creates, connects, flows and balances 

forms and experiences) which are complementary and together representing the 

fundamental forces of the universe which cause the cyclic process of change‖ 

(quoted in Fischer and Hajer, 64). Ted Hughes, in Cave Birds and River tries to 

achieve a dynamic balance between yin and yang, feminine and masculine, 

instinct and intellect which are a prerequisite to attain a healing balance and 

harmony within and with Mother Nature.  

 Cave Birds is an internal and metaphorical drama of an individual‘s 

transformation on his way to achieving union with nature. Ted Hughes puts the 

shedding of the ego and the complete annihilation of the masculine self as a 

precondition for any eventual integration with the feminine principle of nature. 

The protagonist of the Cave Birds is a rationalist in the mould of Socrates. He 

symbolizes the modern sensibility formed on the basis of the enlightened 

humanism and the rational modes of cognition. He is held responsible for 

duality and division between man and nature. His anthropocentric outlook acts 

as a barrier in getting attuned to the spiritual sources of nature. Poems such as 

―The Scream‖, ―After the First Fright‖ and ―The Accused‖ emphatically expose 

the limitations of the moral order erected on the basis of instrumental 

rationality. The very first poem ―The Scream‖ is an extension of the basic 

existential dichotomy which is the central concern of Hughes‘s work. The poem 

introduces the protagonist with Socratic ideals. He is another egg-head with  

―braggart-browed complacency‖ about the nature of things. He treats life as a 

gift and eats and drinks it like a spoilt child: 
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  There was the sun on the wall- my childhood‘s 

  Nursery picture. And there my gravestone 

  Shared my dreams, and ate and drank with me happily 

  Like a new born baby at the breast. (CP, 419) 

What begins as naivety becomes callousness when the persona‘s response to 

violence and death turns into ―self-satisfied cosmic generalization,‖ (Gifford 

and Roberts, 260) 

 In the poem ―The Interrogator‖ ―a dripping bagful of evidence‖ (CP, 421) is 

collected by a vulturess, the first representative of the bird-court to appear in the 

cycle. The vulturess is doing the sun‘s work of reduction: ―The sun spies 

through her. Through her/He ransacks the camouflage of hunger‖ (CP, 421). 

Whatever the sun exposes, the vulturess watches for a sign of life. What is 

revealed is the material nature of humanity. The protagonist who is now waiting 

and willing to be judged for his crimes is brought face to face with his judge in 

the poem ―The Judge‖. This representative of the natural justice is a gross spider 

receiving and transmitting ―cosmic equipoise‖ (CP, 422). Like ―A Nero of the 

unalterable‖ (CP, 422) he is sitting obscenely at the centre of his cosmic web.  

 In the poem ―The Plaintiff‖ Ted Hughes intensifies the drama of the 

sequence. The poem, through a sequence of precise and vital metaphors, 

presents a burning core of vitality. The incantational tone of the governing 

priestly voice constantly endows a mystic and visionary ambience to this poem. 

The poem not only highlights the transforming capabilities of the mysterious 

and regenerative ‗female‘ figure, but establishes an essential bond between the 

material nature and the inner self of man. In the poem ―The Executioner‖ the 

guilty hero is sentenced to death by a Raven of Ravens. His cockerel body along 

with ―His heart/The soul-stuffed despot/His stomach/The corpse-eating god‖ is 

rendered up for his atoms to be ―annealed, as in X-rays,/Of their blood 

aberration‖ (CP,425). Poems such a ―The Knight‖, ―Something Was 

Happening‖, ―As I came I saw a wood‖, ―A Flayed Crow in the Hall of 

Judgement‖, ―A Green Mother‖, ―Walking Bare‖, ―A Riddle‖, ―After there was 

nothing Came a Woman‖, ―The Guide‖, ―His Legs Ran About‖ and ―Bride and 

Groom Lie Hidden for Three Days‖ variously explore the possibilities of mystic 

and visionary experiences in the inter-relation of the human as well as the non-

human world. The persona representing the civilized and rationalist 

consciousness has finally awakened to a new form of existence to be achieved 

by stripping himself bare and believing in the regenerating forces of nature.  
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 Ted Hughes‘s ideal state of existence gives precedence to the perennial 

philosophy of ‘vasudhevakutumbam’. Thereby the poems of Cave Birds 

sometimes acquire the dimensions of the spiritual poetry. Though apparently at 

odds with the monotheistic Christianity which grants man a superior place in 

existential hierarchy, the poet consistently seeks ‗nirvana‘ in ecological 

spirituality of the Oriental civilizations capable of mystifying the most ordinary 

and non-religious events of our individual or collective life. This is achieved by 

foregrounding the mystic truth of ‗oneness of all life.‘ 

 Like Cave Birds, River (1983) is also impregnated with the most spectacular 

nature poetry written by Ted Hughes. Writing at the height of his creative 

powers he crosses new frontiers and wins new triumphs in his meditations on 

nature. This volume, rich in beauty and awe, offers a fully realized apotheosis of 

nature. Ted Hughes, in River, comes even further forward in time and celebrates 

the  sacred account of the ‗otherness‘ of life in the non-human universe of 

nature. Sometimes it appears something like reversion to the traditional nature 

poetry of the Romantics. Some of the aggressions and indulgences of his earlier 

poetry are gone; replacing it with a relaxed and reverential tone. There is no 

trace of contrivance and no attempt to overdramatize the feelings of which he 

has often been criticized by his critics. This is the poetry of the heart and goes 

straight to the heart.  

 River is simply a record of the poet‘s own observations and reflections as a 

fisher of salmon. At the level of deeper ecology the poems also shroud in its 

symbols and metaphors of the spiritual quest of the poet who is, in a way, 

fishing for ―the sacred ground of being‖ (Gustavsson, 230). The natural imagery 

used in the volume gives the splendid effect of fusing the natural and the 

spiritual realms. While using the rich metaphor of the salmon and tracing its 

life-cycle, Hughes takes his readers on a spiritual journey and celebrates the 

metaphysical connection between humans and nature. In the words of Huge 

Underhill: ―yet another modern poet, it appears, has been journeying; has 

reached, in fact, the end of a quest‖ (298) 

 The opening poem of the book ―That Morning Before Christmas‖ celebrates 

the miraculous birth of the mythical New year. It describes a modern fertility 

ritual, the milking of salmon for eggs and sperm, which exactly parallels 

primitive rituals designed to ensure the renewal of life after the deadly cold of 

winter. Through the use of light and water imagery Ted Hughes gives a 

religious connotation to the whole process of initiation. Symbolizing the 

cyclical pattern of nature the poem starts by heralding the end of winter-night 

darkness when: 
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  Mid-morning, slowly 

  The sun pushed dark spokes of melt and sparkle –  

  Across the fields of hoar. And the river streamed – 

  Front-olive. (CP,639) 

 In ―Go Fishing‖ (CP, 652), Hughes tries to describe aspects of his spiritual 

journey and imaginatively leads the readers through the same. The mystic quest 

requires a complete annihilation of the ego-centric self so as to establish union 

and oneness with the elements of nature, a pre-requisite to attain the elusive 

wholeness. It is through his encounters with the flow of the river and its fish that 

he enters the ‗otherworld‘ to regain his real self. The poet would like this to 

happen at the community level and, thus, gives a call to his fellow waste-landers 

to take a plunge into this spiritual initiation: 

  Join water, wade in underbeing 

  Let brain mist into moist earth 

  Ghost loosen away downstream 

  Gulp river and gravity 

  Lose words 

  Cease. (CP,652) 

The poem ―That Morning‖ while making a similar ironic use of the word ‗light‘ 

and ‗sunlight‘ of ―Strangers‖ emblematizes the same sense of achievement of 

finding the direction or destination: ―So we found the end of our 

journey‖(CP,664). A river swarming with salmon leads the poet into a profound 

mystic vision. ―So we stood, alive in the river of light/Among the creatures of 

light, creatures of light‖ (CP, 664). 

The poem ―The Gulkana‖ also brings the poet into close confrontation with is 

own spiritual ‗Other‘or ‗doppelganger‘.The doppelganger as a poetic motif runs 

through the entire length and breadth of Hughes‘s poetry. It symbolizes the split 

in modern man‘s psyche, his denial and suppression of his deep self. 

 In the concluding poem of the book ―Salmon Eggs‖ the poet seems to have 

succeeded in recovering the common heritage of sacredness for the purpose of 

healing the wounded     humanity. The protagonist now seems to have reached 

the end of his journey. He has succeeded in gaining a sacred vision of 
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ecological spirituality. Swimming in the sacred flow of the river Salmon 

symbolizes the mystic union with nature.The fish ―Shivering together, touching 

at each other, /Shedding themselves for each other‖ (CP, 680) celebrate the 

consummation of their marriage of death so as to ensure the continuation of 

their life-cycle. In spiritual terms this death is ―more vital than death‖ (CP, 

680). This is the death of their egocentric self which opens the door for entering 

the holy ground with a purified self.  

 Cave Birds and River fulfil a logical culmination of Ted Hughes‘s poetic 

career when he finally seems to have succeeded in his noble enterprise of re-

establishing contact with the divine universal order. His deep ecology, in these 

collections, moves into a new notion of ecocentrism that proceeds from the 

related belief systems derived from Eastern religions, such as Taoism, 

Buddhism and Hinduism. In fact it is this spiritual dimension from which the 

movement of deep ecology has taken its name and character. Ted Hughes‘s 

ecological vision and his exploratory quest to rediscover the metaphysical 

purpose of life in connection with nature find a poignant expression in these 

volumes of poetry. Here he underlines the need for a change in humanity‘s 

disconnected relationship with the natural environment at all levels. In an 

attempt to retrace our spiritual roots, both the volumes embark upon a ritualistic 

pattern of initiation and regeneration promised by nature centric spiritual 

traditions of the Oriental societies, and release a holistic vision which informs 

that all human, animate and inanimate objects in nature is infused with 

spirituality. 
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